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Abstract 
Timm, M., The simple connectivity of links of singuIarities with one-dimensional critical locus, 
Topology and its Applications 42 (1991) 127-136. 
A Morse t-singularity is a germ f: (C3, 0) + (C, 01, with a l-dimensional singular set, Z(f), such 
that for each PE E(f)\O, the transverse singularity off at p is Morse. We show that when the 
Morse l-singularity f is irreducible, the link, K, of the singularity is not simply connected. We 
caiculate HJ K) in terms of the covering manifold of K. If an additional hypothesis holds, we 
give a presentation of 7rI ( K ) in terms of the covering manifoId of K. 
Keywords: Nonisolated singularity, covering manifold. 
AMS( MOS) Subj. Class.: 57445, 32C40, 57R45, 57M05. 
Let fE C(q), . . . , z,} with f(0) = 0. The singular set off is the set 
X(f)= 
{ 
pcf-‘(O):~(p)=O,k=O,...,n . 1 
F 1 
(,f ). Then the focal topoIogy of the singularity at 0 is described by the 
objects 
K = pn+1 nf_‘(O), f -1 p-l - K + s’, 
lfl 
and 
where S2n+’ is a sphere of sufficiently small radius, centere 
main theorems governing this situation are the Cone Th 
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Fibration Theorem. A consequence of the first is that the above objects are indepen- 
dent of the radius of SZn+‘, if it is sufficiently small. The second states that 
f/If1 : Pi’\# + s’ is the projection of a locally trivial smooth fibre bundle with 
fibre F = (f/ifl)-‘( 1). Two of the main results of [3] concern the connectivity of K 
and F. It is shown in [3,5.2] that K is (n -2).connected and in [3,6.5] that when 
Z(f) = (O}, F has the homotopy type of a bouquette of JL n-spheres. For the exact 
statements of these results see [3] or [ 121. The above results also hold for analytic 
maps and germs of analytic maps f: (C”+‘, 0) + (C, 0). 
In this paper we investigate the connectivity of the link for germs of analytic 
functions f: (C3, 0) + C that have a special type of nonisolated singularity at 0 E C3. 
Siersma has defined in [NJ a class of nonisolated singularities called k-isolated 
singularities, i.e., f is a k-isolated singularity if dime Z(f) = k, We say that a 
l-isolated singularity is a IS, if at each point p E C( f )\{O} 
the transverse singularity at p is orse. Using the covering manifold, (E, 0), of [6]; 
we give I#.( K ) in terms of (R). Weshowthatforf irreducible8,:H,(R)+H,(K) 
Ss never onto so that K is never simply connected. We show that in certain instances 
8, : a,(R) --+ nl( K $ is injective. These parallel a result of Mumford [5] for normal 
surf&es. 
The structure of the complement S’“+’ \K for nenisolated singularities has 
received much consideration by Siersma and others [3,7-l 1,14-18,201. The defor- 
mation theory of these singularities and finite determinacy questions relating to the 
study of these singularities have been investigated by Mond in [4], Pellikaan in 
[7-l 11 and Siersma in [ 15,161. 
This work was a natural outgrowth of the work in [ 193 on isolated line singularities. 
We thank Richard Randell for his many helpful comments. Thanks are also given 
to Dirk Siersma for his comments and to the referee for the obvious care that was 
taken reading the original manuscript. His/her comments were most appreciated. 
The shorter and more topological, proof of Lemma 3.2 that he/she pointed out is 
especially nice. 
1. Definitions 
Definition 1.1. Let f: (C-‘, 0) + (C, 0) be analytic. f has, or is, a Morse 1 -singularity 
if dim, C(f) = 1 and for each p E X(f)\(O) there are local coordinates (x, y, z) for 
d=” about p with f (x, y, z) = yz + t*. We abbreviate this by saying f is an M 1s. There 
is the obvious extension of the definition of an MlS to germs of analytic functions 
f: (C”, 0) + (C, 0). 
Observe that by [7,6.3] any germ f that is an Ml S is analytically right-equivalent 
to polynomial. Thus we will usually not distinguish between polynomials, analytic 
functions, or germs when talking about MlS’s. The following result from [6] is 
stated only for polynomials SE C[x, y, t] but, by the preceding, it holds for analytic 
maps or germs, f: (C-‘, O)+ (C. 0). with an MIS at 0. 
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Theorem 1.2. LetfE C[x, y, z], dime E(f) = 1, K the link oj’the singularity at 0, and 
23 = Z(f) n K. Then there is a uniquepair (K, 0) with K a closed 3-manifold, 8 : K + K 
continuous, and such that the following hold: 
( 1) 0 : R + K is a closed topological immersion onto K with the restriction to 
F’(K\Z) a homeomorphism onto K’\Z and F’(K\X) dense in K. 
(2) Given any manifold L and closed immers;on p onto K with #-I( K ‘- 2 ) dense 
in L, there is a unique map fi : L -, K such that &$i = p. 
R is called the covering manifold of K and is used in [6] to analyze the topology 
of f-‘(O) when $-‘(O) is invariant under a “good” C*‘-action. We do not aside 
the existence of such an action in this paper. 
For the remainder of this paper we restrict ourselves to Morse I-singularities. 
Observe that when f is an Ml S, C = E(f) n K is a disjoint union G = 2, w l . . u & 
with each & a circle. For f an MIS and p E &, there are local coordinates (x, y, z) 
for C3 about p such that, near p, f(x, y, z) = yz + z*. It is, therefore, easy to see that 
8 1 tT’(&) : K’(&) + & is a double cover of &. So, depending on whether 6-‘(&) 
is connected or not, K’(&) is either a single circle or a disjoint union S’ v S’. 
When Z($) is only the x-axis, C is then a single circle and by applying results 
of 17,151 it is easy to determine the connectivity of e-‘(X): e-‘(X) is a single circle 
if and only if the number of & points in a generic approximation off is odd. This 
number can be calculated by applying results in [ 151 or more easily by applying 
[7,3.18]. The definition of a Da0 point appears in Section 3 and the generic approxi- 
mation is defined in [IS] and [7,7.18]. 
2. The homology of E and K 
Since we have that K’(K) = K9 we adapt the following notation: for any set 
UC, K denote the lifting e-‘(U) to K by a Thus, e-'(2) = z, 6-I(&) = Sk, etc. 
Lemma 2.1. There is a closed neighborhood T I> Int( F) 2 s such that F and Int( T) 
are homotopy equivalent to e and if &j contofns u wsponent of&, then Tkj, and 
Int( F,j) are homotopy equivalent to S’. 
Proof. The pair (K 2) is triangulable. Take F to be a ciosed PL-regular neighbor- 
hood of z and the result follows. Cl 
Lemma 2.2. There is a closed neighborhood T 2 Int( T) =, C such that T and Int( T) 
are homotopy equivalent to C and T = tI_‘( T). A similar result holds for each component 
& ofz: 
Proof. Take T = e(T) and the proof is immediate. Cl 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose the M 1s f is analytically irreducible and for each k, & is 
connected. Then H3(K)= H3(K)=Z, H*(K)= H*(K), H,(K)= H,(K)@ 
(@,“-, Z/22), and H,-,(K)= H,(K)=Z. 
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Proof. Since f is analytically irreducible, R is connected. K is connected by 131. 
LetT=T,v.. .uT,andF=F,u-• l u Fn be as in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1 with & G Tk 
and~~t~~.ForeachSe:~~=S’~~~ = Si is a double cover. By Theorem 1.3(l), 
8 : E\Int( F) + K\Int( T) is a homeomorphism. Consider the following commutative 
diagram of long exact homology sequences: 
By excision, H,(c T) = H,(8!\Int(r), -r;\Int( F)) = H#\Int( F), 8r) and 
H,(K, T) = HP(K\Int( T), K\Int(T)) = N,(K\Int( T), aT), for all p. Since 
0: r3\$+ K\.X is a homeom -\Int( F), OF) -* H,( K\Int( T), 8T) 
is an isomorphism for all connected ouble cover for all k, 
respectively, 8, : HJ Fk) -, H,( Tk) 
sm for p =0, and the zero map 
otherwise. Hence : HP(T) * H,(T) is an isomorphism for p =0 and p 3 2. It is 
= 1. So applying these observations to the diagram 
hat O* : HJ E) -, H,(E) is an isomorphism for q 2 2 
Ho@ ) + H,(K ) is an isomorphism since both 13 and K 
since R is orientable. 
a Mayer-Vietoris a 
ading to the following observation: we may extract 
sequence below from the preceding diagram by applying 
nt. See [ l&6.6] for the exact definitions of 4, gi, Iii. 
H,(K) 3 H,(r) 
(**) 
Observe that H2( p) S- H2( T) = 0 since T and T have the homotopy type of a disjoint 
union of citcles. A1so H,( F) = Z(&) and H,(T) =@E=, Z(Q) where 5, and 
ak may be chosen s that 6&Q) =2ak. Finally, HO( T.) =@g_ F 7 -tt 
&I: Ho(F) -+ H~(~~~H~( ) is injective. Applying these observations, and the fat 
about the long exact homology sequence of pairs noted above, we may extract he 
foliowing short exact sequence from (**): 
Since g, 1 H,(k) is injective and Imfi =e,“=, Z(2ak), it follows that H,(K) = 
HA@@@;=, Z/22). 0 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose the M 1 S f is irreducible, so that k is connected, but for some 
j, Sj=O-‘(Zj)=Sjl~Sj2 is not connected. Say S=(UT=, (Zj~u~jz))u(U~=, 2:) 
whereO(Xj+Z~,j=l,...,mandk=1,2. 0:s: + .El is a connected ouble cover 
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-for k=l,... , n. Then H,(K)=H,(E)s~, H2(K)~H2(R)O(&‘!, 2) for some 
WMStPl, H,(K)~6,(H,(~-jj~(~~~=, Zj@(& Z/22), ond H,,(K) = 
H,(K)= 2. 
Proof. Consider diagram (*) in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Excision will again give 
that 8,: H,(E, F)-, H,(K, T) is an isomorphism. It is then easy to see that 
H3( K) = H3( E) = 2, that H2( R) injects into H2( K ), and that 8, : H,(E) -+ H,(K) 
is not surjective. That 6, : H2( E ) + H*(K) is not necessarily an isomorphism and 
8,: H,(E) + H,(K) is not necessarily injective follows from B-*(Zi) =& u i!& 
being a disjoint union of two circles. 
Recall that ?‘ and T have the homotopy types of disjoint unions of circles. rhey 
have no second homology. Let H,(~)=(~~~,(Z(~~l)oz(~j~)))o($li'=l Z(6# 
and H,( T) = (@t t Z(a$@ (@I_= I Z(tr i)) where the generators are such that 
e*(Gj,)=ti*(Gjz)=aj and 8*(6:)=2a i. Applying a Mayer-Vietoris argument o 
(*) we may again extract he long exact sequence in i**) above. Using the exactnesc 
of (**) we extract the short exact sequence below. 
04 H&-* H*(K)-, Im(h2)+0. 
By definition of fi , ker(f,) = Im( k2) c @$I Z((-&, , Gjz))a In any case, ker(f,) = 
Im( h,) is a free Z-module, @l, Z with 0~ M G tn. Since m(h,) is free the short 
exact sequence splits. Therefore, H2( K) = Hz@ jCD(@,~, 2) for some 0 c M G m. 
Note that ker(fo) = @ Z with precisely one Z-summand for each $I w sj2 - So we 
may extract he following short exact sequence from (**): 
0; Im(g,)-, H,(K)-, 6 Z-0. 
j=l 
This sequence splits so H1( K ) = Im(g, )O (@z t 2). Further analysis gives the com- 
mutative diagram with exact rows shown below: 
A diagram chase shows the dotted arrow can be filled in such a way that the entire 
diagramcommutes.SoIm(g,)=O,(HI(~))@(@~=, 2/2Z).So H,(K) hasthefgrm 
indicated in the theorem. Cl 
The possibility that H,(K) does not inject is illustrated in Example 2.6. A still 
more detailed analysis of the map fi : pi, ( T) + IdI ( T)$3 ) suggests c*iDditions 
under which = pn. We have the following corollary: 
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Cor&wy 2.5. Let K be the link of an irreducible MIS. If H,(K) is a finite group, 
then H,(K)= H2(K)O(@,El 2) w h ere m is the number of singular circles in K that 
lift to two circ!es in IZ. 
Example 2.6. Let E be the Lens space L( &I). This is the link of the isolated 
singularity x2 + y’+ zs = 9. Write R = V, v ,, V,, where the Vk are solid tori and h 
is a homeomorphism, in the standard way. Let Ak and gk denote the standard 
longitude and meridian in 8 V,. Then h,([p2]) = S[x ,] + [p,]. Now cc2 bounds a disk 
in V’. Let & be a circle contained in the interior of this disk. Let s, be the center 
circle of V, . Let p : S2 --* e, be a homeomorphism. Let K be the quotient space 
obtained from k by gluing s1 to sz via p and 8 : I? --* K the obvious map. The 
above theorems apply to @:R-K and H,(K)=Z, H,(K)=Z. Thus 
O* : H,(K) -3 H,( K ) is not injective. The only question is whether K is the link of 
a Motie I-singularity. 
e that K is the link of an irreducible M 1 S. 7hen K is not simply 
connected In j&r, H,( K ) f 0. 
Proof. Suppose P,( K ) = 1. Then the map 8, : ?r,( R) ---* ?r,( K) is surjective. So 
induced map * : H,( R ) - H,( K ) is surjective. This contradicts Theorems 
and 2.4. El 
3. Morse line singularities: calculating rr,(K) 
the 
2.3 
This section begins by considering the case of an MlS f : (C3, 0 j + (C, 0) under 
the additional assumption that Z(f) is the x-axis, i.e., E(f) = {(x, (JO): x E C}. 
Siersma calls such singularities isolated line singularities in [ 151. We will call them 
Morse-line singularities or MLS‘s. When f : (C’, 0) --* (C, 0) is an MLS we can say 
more about the irreducibility off and about how K fails to be simply connected. 
Definition 3.1. Let f have an MLS at 0. f is of type A, if and only it i&e are local 
coordinates (x9 y, z) for (C3, 0) such that f(x, y, z) = y2 + 2’. f is of type Da0 if there 
are local coordinates (x, y, t j such that f (x, y, z) = xy2 + z2. 
Lemma 3.2. Let the germ f: (C”, 0) 3 (C, 0) have an MLS at 0. f factors if and only 
if f is of type A, if and only if the number of D* points in a generic approximation 
to f is zero. 
Proof. The equivalence of the second and third conditions is shown by Pellikaan 
in [7,7.17, ?.I8]. 
If f is 01. type A,, then f(x, y, z) = yz in some local coordinates for (C3, 0), y and 
z are both nonunits. 
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Assume f = gh for nonunits g, h E 0. The referee pointed out the following proof. 
By [ 1 j, dim, &(Fj = r - f where F is the Miinor fibre off and r the number of 
analytically irreducible components off-*(O). In this case r 3 2 so that dim, I#,( F) 2 
1. By [ 18,6.2], I&(F) = 0 if and only if the number of Da0 points in a generic 
approximation of $ is greater than 0. In our situation we have #( Dao) is 0. So, by 
[7,7.20,7.17], f is of type Am. 0 
Now observe that for f an MLS at 0,X = C(f) n K is a single S’. For f of type 
A, it is easy to see that 
S3’s along an unknotted 
immediate consequence 
corollary: 
R is a disjoint union of two S3’s anb K a union of two 
circle in each S3. So for f of type A,, v,(K) = 1. As an 
of Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 3.2 we have the following 
Corollary 3.3. Let f: (C3, 0) + (C, 0) have an MIS at 0. Tihen q(K) = I. ifand only 
iff is of type Am. 
It is instructive to compare the situation of an MLS with the situation investigated 
by Mumford in [S]. He proves that for a OE V ( V a normal surface) 7~ of the link 
is trivial if and only if 0 is a simple point of V Since the singular set of a normal 
variety has complex codimension at least two, normal surfaces have at most isolated 
singularities. Thus there are no normal surfaces with Morse l-singularities in Q=‘. 
However, in the construction of (c @) by Orlik and Wagreich, 14, Section 33, it is 
observed that E is the link of 0 on a normal surface V in C”. As a consequence 
of Mumford’s result and Corollary 3.6 below we observe that if K is the link of an 
MLS with s connected, then 1~,( K) = Z/22 if and only if 0 is a simple point of p 
Also as an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 3.2 we get that 
for f not of type A,, 8, : q( iii ) -+ vI( K ) is never surjective. In fact, more can be 
said when 2 is connected. 
*he Lfollowi~g 
Let f be an MLS. Let 2, s, T, ad F be as &me with 2 connected. 
diagram commutes : 
where i, j, k, 1 and c J: 5 r’are the 
Then 
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-rear 325. Let K be the link of the MLS jI Let (K, 0) be its covering manifold. 
.Assume  = 8-‘(2 ) is connected. Let T be a closed regular neighborhood f 2, i.e., T 
is a closed 3 -torus with r its center circle, and let T = O(T). ( This is the set up in 
Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4.) Then 0, : w,(R) - ?r,( K ) is injective but never 
swrjective. 
It is clear that 8, l never surjective since the induced map 
H,(K) is never su 
Since T is homotopy equivalent o .E = S’ and 7 is homotopy equivalent o 
C = S”, wl( T) = Z($#) and pl( 5;) = Z(a) where 0 is the homotopy class of C and 
~3 the homotopy class of se Furthermore, since 8 : s - 2: is a connected ouble 
‘. Since 8 : R\$ ---* K\E is a 
Int( F)) -+ p,( K \Int( T)) and 
te that aF and d T are 2-tori. 
)) = (gi : 5). We have A~( T) = (/3 : -). 
nd the diagram in Lemma 3.4 we have 
O* : ~,(a i=) --* q(aT) and 
t(T)) are isomorphisms, we may also write m,(aT) = 
nt( F)) = Qgi : 5). By commutativity of the back and 
in Lemma 3.4 and Van Kampen”s theorem, w,(K) = 
re words in the gi, we may write 
sider: ( I ) r( h ) has infinite order 
ake A=P,(R)=<gi:Qr i(p)), 
I(A)). We have H =Z(i(A))c 
duces an isomorphism between 
fore by standard results in ccmbinatorial group theory, e.g., [2,4.3], 
A = n,(R) and B = Z(p) = r,( T) inject into G = p,(K). So the theorem follows in 
On the other hand, suppose the order of i( h ) is n for some n < 00. Note 
i(A )” - 1 is a consequence of (ri]w(i(h)}. Take A=w~(K)=(Qz~, F(p!$ 
(gi : 5, i(p), if A I”), B = Z,, = (/3 : pzn = I), and G = (gi, p : 5,1(p), p2 = l(A)) = 
: 5,1(g), l(A)“, /3’= l(A), /3’” = 1). The second presentation for G follows since 
1 is a consequence of /3’ = l(A ) and I( A)” = 1. Finally taking H = Z,, = 
<r‘cA ): [(A)” = 1)~ A and J = Z,(p’)C B, we see that l(A) - p’ induces an 
isomorphism between H and J. Therefore, by [2,4.3], both A = r,( I? ) and B = Z,, 
inject into G = R,( K ). So the theorem follows in this case. 0 
Observe that the above proof actually tells hqw to construct a,(K) from T~( K): 
do so by adding a square root of a! to x,( k ). Also note that when e is a single S’, 
a consequence of the corollary is that a necessary condition for E to be an S” is 
q(K)=&. 
Corollary 3.6. Assume K is the link of an MLS and s iL a single S’. Let 3t, ( R ) = 
(g,,cu ~5, itLcj= 1, i(h)= o)asabove. 7henrr,(K)=(gi50,s:rj, i(p)=l, i((h)=a, 
s” = a). 
Theorem 3.7. Let K be the link of a Morse 1 -singularity and (K, 6) its covering 
manifold. Assume that for each component circle, &, of the singular set C c_ K, the 
lifting & is connected. As observed above, 8: Sk 3 25 is a double cover. Then 
8, : q(R) ---, q( K ) is injective. More can be said. Let F = Ui=, Fk be a regular 
neighborhood of 2 with ?r,(aT‘) = (AR, FA:  Akpk = pkAk) and tr,( R\Int( T)) = (gi : 5). 
Let ~&)=(cY~:_). 7%en 7r,(R)=(gj,~I,...,~,:~, i&+=i, i(AL)-'ak,k= 
f ,...,n) and ~t(K)~(gi,(Y,,...,CY,,str . . . . S&rj, i()lk)=l, i(A+at&,k= 
1 9 l l l 9 n)* 
Proof. Let T = O( F) and Tk = 6( Tk) as in Theorem 3.5. Define a sequence &,, . . . , & 
as follows: 
Define the corresponding sequence for K in the obvious manner. Observe ehat 
O:Kj* Kj, j=l,..., n is a covering manifold in the same sense as is 8: R -+ K. 
The appropriately phrased versions of Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 3.4 hold for 
e:kZj* Kj. 
Consider 6 : ( ff, , F,, 87;) - ( K1, T, ) dT,). The proof of Theorem 3.5 applies to 
this situation since Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 1.2 does. Taking ?rl( k,) = (gi : 5) and 
rrl(aF,)=(A,, ~l:Al~l =p,A,), and following the proof of Theorem 3.5, we have 
that P,( &) = (gi : yj, ifpI) = 1, i(A,) = 1). An application of [2,4.3] gives that 
ml(K,)E(gi,al,Sl:c, j!y,)=l, i(Al)=al,Sf= q). In particular by taking a little 
care with base points and an induction it is easy to see that al(k) and T,(K) have 
the form indicated in the theorem. The base point problem is solved by noting that 
the base point used in aT, to calculate n,( K ) can be pushed to a point in d Tz via 
a path in K, that lifts to a path in &, since 6 : k, ---, K. is a homeomorphism. Cl 
4. Concluding remarks 
There are several questions related to the above results tha: appear to be of 
interest. Milnor, in [3], answers the question of when the link of an isolated 
singularity is a topological sphere, or homology sphere in dimension 3. When dealing 
with Morse l-singularities K is not a manifold and the above results show that it 
is not even a homology 3-sphere. However, K could be an S’. In fact, all the 
examples in David Mond’s list in [43 have K = S3. The question of when K is an 
S” takes on additional interest in the light of a recent result of Siersma that shows 
that a second 3-manifold, that in some sense covers K, is never a 3-sphere. His 
results in [ 181 shows that the boundary of the Milnor fibre of a Morse l-singularity 
is never a sphere. 
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The general version of the problem mentioned in Example 2.6 also seems to be 
of interest. It came up in a conversation with Siersma and Randell: Suppose E is 
the link of an isolated algebraic (analytic) singularity. Let e be an algebraic (analytic) 
link in K Let K be the quotient space formed by gluing the circles of e to themselves 
or to each other in some manner. When is K an algebraic (analytic) link? 
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